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Abstract
This paper presents a segmentation pipeline that fuses colour and depth information to au-
tomatically separate objects of interest in video sequences captured from a quadcopter. Many
approaches assume that cameras are static with known position, a condition which can not
be preserved in most outdoor robotic applications. In this paper, we compute depth informa-
tion and camera positions from a monocular video sequence using Structure from Motion and
use this information as an additional cue to colour for accurate segmentation. We model the
problem similarly to standard segmentation routines as a Markov Random Field (MRF) and
perform the segmentation using graph cuts optimisation. Manual intervention is minimised
and is only required to determine pixel seeds in the first frame which are then automatically re-
projected into the remaining frames of the sequence. We also describe an automated method to
adjust the relative weights for colour and depth according to their discriminative properties in
each frame. Experimental results are presented for two video sequences captured using a quad-
copter. The quality of the segmentation is compared to a ground truth and other state-of-the-art
methods with consistently accurate results.
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1 Introduction
Robust object segmentation using vision is of great significance in mobile robotic applications
if levels of situational awareness beyond localisation and mapping are to be realized. Accurate
segmentation can improve object identification and classification and in turn enable autonomous
platforms to reliably reason about object relationships within the environment. A particular moti-
vation here is that automatic and fast object recognition and reconstruction could be attained based
on an initially accurate segmentation [1, 2]. For instance, object of interest (e.g., statue or human)
could be efficiently reconstructed and recognised based on segmented regions rather than the entire
image area.
Great advances within the computer vision community have been made in achieving accurate
segmentation from still images [3, 4, 5] and from videos with dynamic objects in the scene [6,
7, 8, 9]. Visual cues for segmentation include colour, intensity, texture, and more recently depth
[10, 7, 11, 12]. Depth can be computed using Structure from Motion (SfM) techniques [13, 14]
and enable RGB-D information to be acquired from simple camera motion such as on a mobile
robotic platform.
However, mobile platforms present unique challenges in achieving consistent segmentation
which are yet to be solved. These include outdoor unstructured background, dramatic lighting
changes, and constant camera motion.
Recently, many works have been undertaken to tackle these problems on segmentation. The
works [11, 12, 15] employed monocular cues, like colour and texture, as well as disparity or depth
to segment objects of interest defined by fixation or human interaction. However, they only focus
on indoor structured environments, with static or limited movement of the camera. While Zhang
et al. [14] presented segmentation for outdoor scenes, a large amount of data was required to train
the system. Given that accurate segmentation can be obtained through interactive segmentation
methods [4, 5], the work presented here uses interactive segmentation to explore objects-of-interest
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with small motion in outdoor environments.
Specifically, we address some of these challenges by combining colour and depth informa-
tion from multiple views in a video sequence, captured from a quadcopter, to accurately segment
objects in an outdoor scene. We model the problem similarly to standard segmentation routines
as a MRF and perform the segmentation using graph cuts optimisation [3, 5]. To ensure reliable
segmentation of objects in the image acquired from a moving robotic platform, we introduce two
novel techniques: 1) Foreground and background models are recomputed based on propagated pri-
ors for every frame improving the robustness to dramatic background variation and enabling recov-
ery from potentially incorrect segmentation results in prior frames; 2) Dynamic adaptive relative
weights between the colour and depth terms in the graph, enabling the algorithm to automatically
adjust for the cue with greater discriminative properties.
We first present related work in Section 2, and then introduce the segmentation techniques
we employed in Section 3. The standard segmentation formulation is presented and automatic
multiple view segmentation with depth information is outlined in Section 4. In Section 5, results
and analysis are shown. Some conclusions and future work are then discussed in Section 6.
2 Related Work
Most segmentation methods currently rely on 2D discriminative appearance between foreground
and background, such as colour, motion or shape [10, 16, 7, 8]. A number of similar segmentation
methods for object manipulation have been proposed [17, 18]. Additionally, segmentation in urban
environments have been investigated by several researchers [14, 19, 13]. However, 2D cues used
in this work are not completely robust to illumination changes, cluttered and dynamic scenes, or
changing viewpoints.
More recently, multi-view stereo (MVS) methods [20] enable 3D information to be recovered,
providing depth as an additional cue. As depth information is somewhat invariant to illumination,
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texture variation, and perspective change, segmentation can be further refined if depth is combined
with 2D cues such as colour [21, 22]. However, such approaches only test on still images and
consider the depth and colour equally which is easily violated in real scenarios. Instead, the pro-
posed method can process image sequences and adaptively adjust the significance between depth
and colour.
Segmentation using colour and depth cues has been previously considered but with some con-
straints such as stationary cameras or restricting the work to indoor environments [11, 23, 24, 12,
15]. Wang et al. [11] propagated segmentation results for the current frame to the next, and thus
initialising a new foreground/background model for each frame. However, an incorrect segmen-
tation would cause all following results to degrade. Instead, our work only propagates a selected
few pixels from an initial set of seeds to perform segmentation. We learn a new foreground and
background model for each frame based on these reprojected pixel seeds using the computed cam-
era positions as in Fig. 2. Thus, correct segmentation still can be obtained even if previous frames
have been incorrectly segmented.
Bjo¨rkman et al. [12] presented an active segmentation method for indoor environments. An
assumption for this method was that the background was static which cannot be preserved in out-
door environments. Additionally, the camera had to be carefully controlled to ensure the object of
interest remained in the center of the view. Mishra et al. [15, 25] proposed a depth boundary based
active segmentation technique which generated a boundary to separate foreground and background
in polar space. This method cannot be extended to objects with visible openings, such as a torus,
as the background observed through the opening will be considered as foreground. Whereas both
of these methods computed depth from stereo or time-of-flight cameras, our work simplifies the
hardware requirements to a single camera.
Zhang et al. [14, 26] and Xiao et al. [19] have proposed outdoor segmentation using colour
and depth cues with moving cameras on ground platforms, but either need substantial training
datasets or significant differences in depth between the foreground and background to be effective.
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Joint segmentation and depth recovery methods have also been presented to iteratively improve
segmentation and depth estimates simultaneously [27, 28], but still require known training datasets
or use additional cues such as motion. In contrast, we focus on robust segmentation from an
airborne platform using only colour and depth cues with minimal intervention or training data.
3 Method Overview
Fig. 2 shows an overview of the proposed method in this paper. Common to all systems that
compute dense depth information is the requirement for high quality camera pose estimation. We
use Structure from Motion to acquire camera positions using the method proposed in [29]. The
segmentation pipeline proceeds in the following way:
1. Compute camera poses and scene structure using SfM with calibrated intrinsic parameters
[30] for the camera [29, 31].
2. Generate a dense depth map for each view [32, 33].
3. If segmenting the first frame in the video sequence, manually pick pixels using a virtual
pen to indicate foreground and background candidates in both the colour and depth frames
[3, 21]. If segmenting any subsequent frames, automatically reproject these candidate pixels
into the frame to be segmented (denoted the reference frame from here on in).
4. Use the candidate pixels to learn foreground and background models for both colour and
depth.
5. Generate a graph representing the relationship between neighbouring pixels and correspond-
ing foreground/background labels for each pixel. These labels are initialised with the model
learnt in the previous step. Both colour and depth contribute to the graph.
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6. Adaptively compute the weight for colour and depth according to their discriminative prop-
erties in each frame.
7. Perform graph cut optimisation to generate a segmentation [3].
8. Use the newly segmented colour and depth pixels to learn a new foreground/background
model.
9. Run a second pass for graph cut optimisation using the newly learnt foreground/background
model to initialise the graph parameters. This second pass generates a refined segmentation
result for the reference frame.
Specifics for the segmentation steps in the pipeline are detailed in the following sections.
4 Basic Segmentation Model
We briefly outline the segmentation model in this section. As in standard segmentation techniques
the pixels in an image and their corresponding foreground/background labels are represented as
a graph [3]. Specifically, for each frame f , we construct a pairwise MRF by building a graph
G =< V ,E > on the image space, where each node vi ∈ V represents the pixel i in the frame and
each edge ei j ∈ E represents the neighbouring relationship between pixel i and j in the frame.
Thus the segmentation problem for a frame can be considered as a labeling problem in which
every pixel should be assigned a unique label l ∈ {0,1} where 0 represents an assignment to
background and 1 an assignment to the foreground (or object to be segmented). The solution
L = (l1, · · · , li, · · · , l|V |) can be achieved by minimizing the following Gibbs energy function [34]:
E(L) = ∑
i∈V
ψi(li)+λ ∑
(i, j)∈E
ψi j(li, l j) (1)
where ψi(li) is the likelihood energy encoding the cost when the label of the pixel i is li, and
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ψi j(li, l j) is the prior energy, representing the cost when the label for adjacent pixels i and j are li
and l j respectively. In this work, we consider E as the set of 8-connected pairwise neighbouring
pixels. λ ∈ [0,1] indicates the relative importance of the likelihood energy versus the prior energy.
We first detail initialisation for segmentation in the following subsection. We then define the
likelihood energy cost and prior energy cost in subsections 4.2 and 4.3. After these costs have been
computed, graph cut optimisation [35] is employed to to find the optimal solution L.
4.1 Initialisation
Our method relies on an initial set of pixel seeds which are manually picked, from the first frame
of the video sequence, using a virtual pen stroke. These seeds are reprojected into all other frames,
using the computed camera poses, enabling automatic segmentation for all other images in the
video sequence. Fig. 3 illustrates the reprojection of foreground pixel seeds used to initialise seg-
mentation for all subsequent frames. Denote the manually indicated foreground and background
pixel seeds in frame k as F and B. In order to segment an object in frame p, F and B are reprojected
to frame p:
Fk→p = PpdˆP
†
kF (2)
and similarly for the background seeds. Pk and Pp represent the camera matrices encoding in-
trinsic and extrinsic parameters, P
†
k is the pseudo-inverse of Pk, and dˆ is the depth map for pixel
seeds in frame k. Due to occlusions and noise, reprojected seeds may have some erroneous values.
To mitigate this effect, median filtering is performed before modelling the foreground and back-
ground. Other than the first frame which is initialized by manually determining the pixel seeds,
segmentation for all remaining frames are initialized with the reprojected pixel seeds.
In our experiments, we randomly chose around 5% pixels from foreground and background
regions for the first frame in each dataset. We found that final segmentation results were not
sensitive to this pixel selection method.
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4.2 Likelihood energy term
The likelihood energy term combines depth and colour information and is defined based on [21,
11]:
∑
i∈V
ψi(li) = λc ∑
i∈V
ψci (li)+(1−λc) ∑
i∈V
ψdi (li) (3)
where ∑ψci (•) is the colour likelihoodand ∑ψ
d
i (•) is the depth likelihood. λc is the colour weight
which is used to adjust the relative influence of colour and depth in f .
4.2.1 Colour term
To model the colour likelihood for foreground and background, ψci (li = 1) and ψ
c
i (li = 0) are
constructed from pixel seeds. These seeds (or mask) are generated manually for the first frame
of the video sequence and are automatically reprojected into subsequent frames. The labels for
these pixel seeds are assumed as known given that they are manually determined. We then need to
compute the likelihood cost for all other pixels. Therefore ψci (li = 1) can be defined as:
ψci (li = 1) =


Kc , i ∈ Fc
0 , i ∈ Bc
−lnPr(Ci|li = 1) , i ∈ V \Fc∪Bc
(4)
where Fc and Bc denote foreground and background colour pixel seeds respectively, Ci is the ith
pixel in the colour frame, and Kc is some large value indicating a very high probability of being a
foreground pixel. In this paper, we calculate Kc in the same way as in [3].
The likelihood of all the other pixels being foreground Pr(Ci|li = 1), is represented as a 3D
GaussianMixtureModel (GMM) learnt using the foreground pixel seeds and Expectation-Maximization
(EM) [16, 8]:
Pr(Ci|li = 1) =
M
∑
s=1
wsN(Ci|µs,Σs) (5)
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where N(•) is a Gaussian distribution and (ws,µs,Σs) denotes the s-th mixture coefficient, mean,
and covariance matrix. M is the number of Gaussian components which is determined based on
complexity of the colour distribution. We found using 8 Gaussian components works well in our
experiments.
The background colour likelihood energy term is modeled in the same way resulting in the
combined colour likelihood term
∑
i∈V \Fc∪Bc
ψci (li) =− ∑
i∈V \Fc∪Bc
lnPr(Ci|li) (6)
4.2.2 Depth term
We render the depth map into a grey-scale image, and model the depth term similarly to the colour
term using the corresponding positions of the colour seeds to indicate the depth seeds. Thus
ψdi (li = 1) is defined as:
ψdi (li = 1) =


Kd , i ∈ Fd
0 , i ∈ Bd
−lnPr(di|li = 1) , i ∈ V \Fd ∪Bd
(7)
where Kd is similar to Kc, Fd and Bd denote foreground and background depth pixel seeds respec-
tively, and di denotes the depth of pixel i in the frame.
The likelihood of all the other pixels in depth map being foreground Pr(di|li = 1), is represented
as a 1D GMM learnt using the foreground depth seeds and EM as colour term modelling. We found
5 Gaussian components are sufficient for depth modelling in our experiments.
Similarly, the combined depth term can be defined as:
∑
i∈V \Fd∪Bd
ψdi (li) =− ∑
i∈V \Fd∪Bd
lnPr(di|li) (8)
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It should be noted that the model of the depth distribution for foreground and background is
different from that in [11]. Wang et al. [11] use a dataset where foreground and background depths
are separable and employ a simple threshold to indicate foreground and background depths. How-
ever, our dataset exhibits significant overlap of depths representing foreground and background
resulting thresholding as insufficient for our application. We also highlight that depths for individ-
ual pixels may be missing due to insufficient texture or lack of salient features in those areas. We
ignore these pixels when constructing the depth term and give the colour term full weight for these
pixels without depth values.
4.2.3 Adaptive weight between colour and depth
Due to camera movement, not only does the colour foreground and background distributions
change but the depths for foreground and background vary. Intuitively, the influences of colour
and depth are different for segmentation in different frames. For example, depths might be more
discriminative for cases when foreground and colour are similar and vice versa.
Inspired by [11, 8], we employ the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence to evaluate the similarity
between foreground and background for colour and depth, respectively. As we have computed the
colour and depth likelihoods, we can define the KL divergence for each as follows:
KLc(F ||B) = ∑Pr(Ci|li = 1)log
Pr(Ci|li = 1)
Pr(Ci|li = 0)
(9)
KLd(F ||B) = ∑Pr(di|li = 1)log
Pr(di|li = 1)
Pr(di|li = 0)
(10)
where F and B are the likelihoods of being foreground or background as defined in Section 4.2.
If the colour distribution of foreground and background are very similar, KLc(F ||B) will be
close to zero. In this case, depth might be more useful for segmentation. To automatically deter-
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mine the relative weighting between the two cues, we can compute the following ratio:
λc =
KLc(F ||B)
KLc(F ||B)+KLd(F ||B)
(11)
4.3 Prior energy term
As the prior information is an inherent property preserved by the image itself, we construct this
energy term as [3]:
ψi j(li, l j) =
|li− l j|
d(i, j)
exp(−
||Ci−C j||
2
2σ2
) (12)
where Ci denotes the RGB value of a pixel i, ||Ci −C j||
2 is the Euclidean norm of the intensity
difference, σ is the average intensity difference between neighbouring pixels in the image, which
can be estimated as pixel noise introduced by the camera [3], and d(i, j) is the spatial distance
between two pixels i and j. This smoothness term favours the segmentation boundary where
neighbouring pixels have large difference in terms of colour.
4.4 Two pass optimisation for segmentation
We also investigate a refined segmentation where our pipeline includes a second stage in which
a new foreground/background model is learnt from the resultant segmentation using the initial
reprojected seeds. This new model is then used in a second pass of the graph cut optimization to
compute a refined segmentation for each frame.
5 Results and Analysis
Firstly, we have tested the proposed method on two video sequences captured by a monocular
camera mounted on a MicroKopter quadcopter, shown in Fig. 1. Both video clips contain 360
frames at a 640×480 resolution. Video 1 shows a moving camera around a stationary person with
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a static background in an outdoor environment, while Video 2 contains several people walking in
the background wearing similarly coloured clothes as the person in the foreground. Sample frames
of these two video sequences are shown in Fig. 4. The goal was to correctly segment the still
person (object of interest) in the scene from the surrounding outdoor environment.
Secondly, the proposed method are compared with several other state-of-the-art interactive seg-
mentation algorithms, i.e., Lazy snapping [4] and Grabcut [5], on the above two video sequences
qualitatively and quantitatively.
Finally, we also evaluate our method on two indoor video sequences (i.e., “IU” and “JM” video
sequences from [16]). Two state-of-the-art video segmentation methods, Tree-based Segmentation
(TS) [36] and Learning-based Segmentation (LIVEcut) [37], also employ the “IU” and “JM” video
sequences, therefore we compare our results with the two methods as well.
The testing procedure was as follows: For each of the video sequences, segmentation was
performed using 5 different configurations, i.e., only using colour information, only using depth
information, equally weighting colour and depth, adaptively weighting colour and depth, and a
two pass optimisation based segmentation. In our implementation, the parameter λ between the
likelihood term and prior term was initially set to 35.
In terms of processing speed, all computation was carried out by a 3.2GHz i5 Core CPU at 2
frames (640× 480 resolution) per second. This could be significantly optimised and much of the
processing performed on a GPU for real-time operation.
5.1 Qualitative evaluation
To evaluate the quality of the segmentation, we compared the result to the manually generated
ground truth and segmentation results using only colour or depth as a cue. We also compare the
segmentation results with adaptive weighting between colour and depth to the ground truth.
Fig. 4 illustrates a qualitative measure for the accuracy of our segmentation routine. Segmen-
tation results are shown on selected frames with different configurations: colour only; depth only;
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colour and depth with adaptive weight. Qualitatively, it can be clearly seen that fusing colour and
depth outperforms the cases where the cues are used individually due to ambiguity of colour or
depth for foreground/background.
To demonstrate robustness to illumination change, we also tested our segmentation method on
the MC sequence (Fig. 5) from [11]. In the MC sequence, lights in the room were switched on and
off to simulate dramatic lighting variation and the background contains dynamic moving objects.
Note that depth information was obtained using a static time-of-flight camera, thus we applied the
same pixel seeds for each frame in this video sequence.
5.2 Quantitative evaluation
For a quantitative comparison for the quadcopter video sequences, we manually segmented the
person from the scene for every tenth frame (resulting in 36 ground truth frames) and computed
the F1 score w.r.t ground truth. The F1 score is defined as:
F1=
2Precison×Recall
Precison+Recall
(13)
where Precison is the fraction of our segmentation overlapping with the ground truth and Recall
is the fraction of the ground truth overlapping with our segmentation.
The F1 score for each configuration in the two video sequences is shown in Fig. 6. Fusing
colour and depth cues with an adaptive weight generates consistently robust and accurate segmen-
tation results as compared to all the other methods. By further investigating Fig. 6(a), we can find
that depth information is more reliable than colour in Video 1 in which the background is static.
However, segmentation using depth only, catastrophically fails in parts of the scene where poor
depths were computed, such as in Frame 330. Note that segmentation with equal weight between
colour and depth is consistently robust but less accurate than depth due to errors in the colour
contribution to the segmentation.
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The results from Video 2 with a dynamic background (Fig. 6(b)) illustrate the fragility of
using depth or colour alone. As in Video 1, our segmentation method consistently outperforms
segmentation when only depth or colour are considered.
To understand the role that the relative weights play between colour and depth, we compared
the adaptive weighting scheme with manually determined values that remained constant through-
out the video sequence. Fig. 6 also shows segmentation with adaptive weights outperforms the
segmentation with manually determined equal weights over all the frames in both video sequences.
We also tested two pass optimisation based segmentation on the two video sequences. We
found that the average F1 scores for the two video sequences were both 0.933 using two pass
optimisation based segmentation, while one pass optimisation based segmentation achieved an F1
score of 0.939 and 0.935, respectively. Thus, in our experiments, two pass optimisation based
segmentation has similar accuracy to the standard adaptive based segmentation but requires sig-
nificantly more computation. Therefore, one pass of graph cut optimisation for segmentation is
sufficient for accurate segmentation in our experiments.
5.3 Comparison with other methods
For reference, we also compared our method with several state-of-the-art methods (i.e., Lazy snap-
ping [4] and Grabcut [5]) on the video datasets. [4, 5] both need user interventions to provide
foreground initialisation for every frame in video datasets, [4] uses single graph cut optimisation
and [5] employs iterative graph cut optimisation.
Fig. 7 shows the quantitative comparison between our method and aforementioned three other
methods on the video datasets. We compute the F1-score for each frame with respect to ground
truth using different segmentation method, respectively. Then average F1-score by averaging all
the F1-scores over the whole frames is employed to evaluate the performance of segmentation. Our
method beats the other three methods in video 2 where background contains dynamical objects.
By contrast, our method, [4] and [5] not only use colour histograms, but preserve edge constraints,
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which obtain more distinguishable ability in this outdoor scenario. Furthermore, our method with
depth compensation can consistently outperform the other methods without depth compensation.
While we achieve similar segmentation performance to [5] in video 1, our results are encour-
aging as our method is automatic segmentation with limited inputs from human but still achieves
comparable segmentation accuracy. Note that [5] needs human inputs for each frame. This is
impractical for autonomous applications, such as object tracking or recognition. Fig. 8 illustrates
some qualitative segmentation results using different methods. By comparing with ground truth,
our method can provide plausible visualisation.
Additionally, we evaluate our method on “IU” and “JM” indoor video sequences and compare
our results with [36] and [37]. Note that “IU” and “JM” datasets are captured using stereo camera,
thus we compute the depth for the reference frame from stereo matching using OpenCV Semi-
Global Block Matching (SGBM) implementation [38]. Fig. 9 shows some example segmentation
results on “IU” and “JM” indoor video sequences using our method with different configurations.
These qualitative results also indicate our joint colour and depth method with adaptive weight
always achieve superior performance for this indoor scenario.
Table 1 shows the comparison of segmentation error rate for “IU” and “JM” indoor video
sequences among our method, TS [36] and LIVEcut [37]. Our adaptive weight based method have
comparable or better results.
6 Conclusion and Future work
In this paper, we have presented the use of both colour and depth cues for automatic segmentation
from video of an outdoor scene captured by a quadcopter. In our method, foreground and back-
ground models can be learned automatically for each frame and weight between colour and depth
can be updated adaptively. This demonstrates for the first time, reliable and robust segmentation
for challenging camera motion on an airborne, outdoor scenario.
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In the future, we intend to segment multiple interesting objects at the same time and automati-
cally recognize the segmented objects only. Furthermore, GPU based real time implementation for
these works is also a direction we wish to explore.
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Figure 1: Quadcopter with camera platform for our dataset acquisition. (a) Quadcopter platform;
(b) Frame from the video sequence with moving people in the background; (c) Computed depth
map for the corresponding frame; (d) Segmentation using the proposed method.
22
Figure 2: Overview of the proposed segmentation pipeline. More details are addressed in Section
3
23
Figure 3: Illustration of pixel seeds propagation over frames. Pixel seeds in frame k are projected
back to 3D space through estimated camera pose and depth map of frame k, and then reprojected
to a new frame p by the corresponding camera pose Pp which is shown in red.
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Figure 4: Sample frames and corresponding segmentation results with different configurations.
The leftmost numbers denote frame indexes in the corresponding video sequence. (a) Sample
frames from two video sequences; (b) Segmentation using colour cues only; (c) Segmentation
using depth cues only; (d) Segmentation using colour and depth cues with adaptive weight. Seg-
mentation error w.r.t ground truth is displayed in red. (This figure is best viewed in colour).
25
Figure 5: Segmentation results using our proposed method for the MC video sequence. The top-
most number is the frame index of the video. First row: original colour frames; Second row:
corresponding depth maps; Third row: segmentation results from our method. Note that the light
was switched off on Frame 190.
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Figure 6: Quantitative evaluation of segmentation by using ground truth w.r.t four different con-
figurations (colour only, depth only, equal weight and adaptive weight). (a) Comparison between
segmentation results and ground truth for Video 1 for a static background; (b) Comparison be-
tween segmentation results and ground truth for Video 2 in which the background is dynamic with
walking persons.
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Figure 7: Quantitatively comparison of segmentation results between our method and the other
methods (Lazy snapping [4] and Grabcut [5]) on our two outdoor video sequences.
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Figure 8: Sample frames and corresponding segmentation results with different methods. (a) Sam-
ple frames from two video sequences; (b) Segmentation using Lazy snapping [4]; (c) Segmentation
using Grabcut [5]; (d) Segmentation using our method; (e) Ground truth.
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Figure 9: Sample frames and corresponding segmentation results with different configurations
on “IU” and “JM” indoor video sequences. (a) Sample frames from two video sequences; (b)
Segmentation using colour cues only; (c) Segmentation using depth cues only; (d) Segmentation
using colour and depth cues with equal weight. (e) Segmentation using colour and depth cues with
adaptive weight. (f) Ground truth segmentation. (This figure is best viewed in colour).
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Video sequences Color Depth Equal Adaptive TS [36] LIVEcut [37]
IU (Segmentation Error %) 0.67 0.81 0.63 0.50 2.56 2.96
JM (Segmentation Error %) 0.75 0.83 0.73 0.62 0.27 31.37
Table 1: Accuracy of our method on “IU” and “JM” indoor video sequences compared with TS
[36] and LIVEcut [37].
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